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Chapter 1 Introduction and Literature Review
1.1. General Background.
The proposed study is an investigation into tile nonlinear oscillations of liquid
bridges. The liquid bridge is a finite length fluid column which is held by both
wetting forces (capillarity) and surface tension between two solid end disks which in
this study are taken to be coaxial.
In addition to begin of fundamental interest, the liquid bridge configuration serves
to model floating zones in crystal growth applications. Moreover, recent studies of
Marangoni convection (including numerical studies) have been performed in this con-
figura__on. Although recent attention has been focused on the fundamental issues
of liquid column formation and the possible paths to breakage (Padday, 1992, Mar-
tinez, 1984), the technical applications also provide impetus for investigation into the
nonlinear dynamics of the liquid bridge.
The focus-ofthis investigation is on aspectsof the nonlinearbehavior of the finite
length liquid column. The emphasisis on bridge dynamics. This is in contrast to the
quite interestingstudies which look at possibleequilibrium shapesand their (static)
stability, as illustrated by the recentwork of Langbein (1992)into the static stability
of liquid bridgesheldbetweenparallel plates. Of course,the initial interface shapeof
the liquid bridge in the dynamical studies will haveto satisfy the capillary equation
and be statically stable.
The proposed investigation will concentrate on nonlinear fluid dynamics. Thermal
and solutal fields, so necessary to actual crystal growth process (Brown, 1988), will
be absent. However, the floating zone milieu in which crystal growth would occur
does involve fluid dynamics; and results of the proposed investigation should yield
insight into nonlinear effects which would impact crystal growth.
In the microgravity environment provided by space shuttle,residual accelerations
which could affectthe stabilitylimitsof the liquidbridge configuration exist.In one
space experiment, an amphora type liquidbridge configurationresulted instead of the
c-mod_type that the experiment was designed to excite(Martinez, 1984). The inter-
face response to periodic-residualaccelerations oriented parallelto the longitudinal
axis of the bridge has been studied in a seriesof theoreticalinvestigations(Zhang
Alexander, 1990, Lyell,1991, Meseguer & Perals,1991). Only the work of Zhang and
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Alexander incorporated any nonlinear effects; however, their formation used a sim-
plified one-dimensional slice model for the liquid bridge. With regard to the response
of the liquid column to accelerations in alternate orientations relative to the column,
the work of Lyell (1993) investigates interface stability in the presence of periodic
forcing aligned normal to the longitudinal axis. However, the column was taken to
be infinite in extent.
However, before any detailed investigations into the full nonlinear dbnaamics of the
liquid bridge (with resonance effects and external forcing) can be undertaken, it is
necessary to investigate the effect of nonlinearity on the oscillation frequencies of the
system.
With regard to liquid bridge dynamics, it is only recently that the natural oscilla-
tion frequencies of the liquid bridge have been calculated in an inviscid linear analysis
(Sanz, 1985 (axisymmetric); Sanz & Lopez-Diez, 1989 (non-axisymmetric)). A pre-
liminary attempt has been performed by Eidel and Bauer (1988) to try to determine
the effect of the nonlinearity upon the natural oscillation frequencies of the liquid
bridge. However, they did not include the anchored triple contact line boundary con-
dition-_a their formulation, and so have not modeled the finite liquid bridge correctly.
(in essence, their results have application to an infinite column.)
The task of the proposed investigation is to determine the effect of nonlinearity
upon the natural oscillation frequencies of the liquid bridge; to ascertain whether
3
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the liquid_bridge system exhibits softening (or hardening) oscillations for a range of
bridge slenderness parameters as well as higher order frequencies. Moreover, results
of such an analysis will yield additional information on nonlinear corrections to the
interface shape.
The liquid bridge configuration has both the fluid interface as well as solid bound-
aries provided by the end disks. It can be viewed as a configuration lying between
the containerized fluid for which only the top boundary is that of a free surface (in a
1 gravity environment) and the free liquid drop, which involves no solid boundaries.
1.2. Literature Review.
1.2.1. Fluid Physics Literature.
Early work on the oscillation, dynamics, and breakage of liquid bridges utilized
the one-dimensional inviscid slice model, which is valid in the limit of slender liquid
bridges. Such a model assumes that axial velocity in the bridge is independent of the
radial coordinate. Oscillatory frequencies for the slender limit case were determined in
a linearized analysis by Meseguer (1983), in a study which investigated the dynamics
of slen_r liquid bridges using the one-dimensional slice model. Additional efforts
which utilized the one-dimensional slice model include that of Rivas and Meseguer
(1984) and Meseguer and Sanz (1985). A report on liquid bridge breakage aboard
Spacelab-D1 was given by Meseguer et al (1986).
I1_has_b_'aro'ughlya decadesince the oscillation frequencies of the infinite length
cylindrical liquid column were determined (Bauer, 1982). Such calculations were
extended to include the oscillation frequencies of viscoelastic infinite length cylindrical
columns (Bauer, 1986). The determination of the natural oscillation frequencies of
the liquid bridge without the restriction to the slender limit has been performed
more recently. A three dimensional linear model was developed by Sanz (1985):
axisymmetric modes (Sanz 1985) and non-axisymmetric modes (Sanz and Lopez-
Die'z, 1989) have been investigated and oscillation frequencies determined.
In addition to fundamental interest, information regarding oscillation models is
important for appfications such as crystal growth via float-zone process. Also, recent
experiments and numerical studies have investigated thermocapillary flow in the liquid
bridge configuration. (See, for example, Preisesser et al, 1990, and Velten et al, 1991).
An attempt to evaluate the nonlinear effects on the frequencies of oscillation of
a liquid bridge has been made by Eidel and Bauer (1988). However, their analysis
did not impose the restriction of an anchored triple contact line at end disks, and so
did not characterize correctly the finite length fluid bridge. (In essence, their analysis
refers l;a the infinite length cylindrical fluid column).
It is this problem which the proposed effort will solve. Nonlinear corrections to
the oscillation frequencies will be determined over a wide range of slenderness param-
eters (no restriction to the Slender limit). Whether the system exhibits hardening or
5
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soften_ng_cl_a;ract'eristics will be ascertained. The nonlinear correction to the interface
shape will be found. The proposed methodology will utilize a Lindstedt-Poincare ex-
pansion of the frequency coupled with domain perturbation techniques.
1.2.2. Mathematical Formulation Literature Review.
The investigation of the nonlinear corrections to the frequencies of oscillation as
well as to the interface shape will proceed via utilization of a Lindstedt-Poincare
expansion for the frequency, and domain perturbation techniques. As the solution
is required to be periodic in time, the Lindstedt-Poincare technique is applicable.
Since the domain in which the solution is to be obtained is not stationary, domain
perturbation techniques are quite useful.
Domain perturbation techniques were developed in the context of non-linear water
wave theory. Early contributions include the work of Tadjbakhsh and Keller (1960),
and Verma and Keller (1963) in their investigations of standing finite amplitude
surface waves (in two and three dimensions, respectively). A formal discussion of the
methodology awaited the contribution of Joseph (1973). However, it was not until the
1982 gr'ticle by Lebovitz that a formal equivalence between expansions produced via
domain perturbation techniques and those derived from more classical techniques (see
Wehausen and Laitone, 1960) was exhibited. Recently Gu et al. (1988) used domain
perturbation techniques in their study of the resonant surface waves in a rectangular
131110libel PA_ m
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con(ain_r'-sUbje'ct to periodic forcing oriented in the vertical direction.
For a further discussion on the genesis and details of the method, see the afore-
mentioned references. Application of the domain perturbation techniques results in
the development of a hierarchy of equations at successive orders in a given expan-
sion parameter. Each of these sets of equations (including governing equations and
boundary/interface conditions) is to be solved on a fixed domain. This fixed domain
is achieved via a transformation of the oscillating interface boundary.
1.3. Objectives.
The primary objectives of this work are:
(1) to determine the nonhnear corrections to the interface shape of a naturally
oscillating finite length liquid column, and
(2) to determine the nonlinear corrections to the oscillation frequencies for various
modes of oscillation. The modes of oscillations themselves may be quickly character-
ized physically by the number of half-waves present upon the free surface.
The work will investigate the nonlinear characteristics of free oscillations only.
This _i_ not only a very demanding task, it is also the first task which must be accom-
plished in any rational plan of investigation into the nonlinear behavior of the liquid
bridge.
In order to accomplish the objective of the proposed investigation, several subtasks
.... _° . ° .
becb?ne _r_hzal _0 the overall effort. First among these is the selection of a methodol-
ogy which may be applied to the governing equations and allow for the incorporation
of nonlinear efforts. Moreover, the methodology should be such that known linear
results may also be recovered.
It is planned that the approach be theoretical and analytical (as opposed to com-
putational). A methodology capable of achieving the objectives has been selected. It
is discussed in Chapter II.
Appfication of the methodology (Lindstedt-Poincare expansion in conjunction
with the domain perturbation technique) results in an hierarchical system of equa-
tions. The system discussed in Chapter III represents a recovery of known finear
results.
Nonlinear corrections to the interface shape are achieved by solution of the second
order system given in Chapter IV. Graphical results are presented in Chapter V.
In order to ascertain the nonlinear correction to the natural frequencies of os-
cillation and thereby satisfy the final objective of this proposed investigation, it is
necessary to develop a solvability condition at third order in the hierarchical sets of
equat!qns. Theoretical results are presented in Chapter VI. Preliminary numerical
results are given in Chapter VII.
° .




The time-periodic, irrotational and incompressible motion of an inviscid fluid col-
umn of finite length is considered.
U _d:
where
The following nondimensionalized quantities are
Or
RX = ,_f., -_ P = P,
t - time
X - spatial coordinates
U - velocity field
P - pressure
w-lt =/', Or 2
.... _o
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angular frequency
R - radius of the column
cr - interface tension
p - density of the fluid comprising column
and where the tildes indicate corresponding dimensional quantities.
The volume of the undisturbed column is 17"= _.RaL, where L is the length of the
column. The surface of the column during axisymmetric oscillations is described by
RF(z, t), where F(z, t) is the dimensionless shape function of the column.




Using the nondimensionalizations, the equations governing the inviscid time peri-
odic motion are fisted below, where _(r, z, t) denotes the velocity potential function.
V2¢(r,z,t) = O, (0 < r < F(z,t), -A < z < A), (2.1)
which results from using the potential form of the velocity field in the conservation
of mass equation.
The conservation of filomentum equation is given by
Lo.1(:_.), r0o 'lV[ (2.2)
10
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The bou_[ar)_/interface conditions are









AP_ _ , (r = F(z,t)). (2.3c)
v,I,(,-, _, t + 2,r) = re(r, z,t). (2.3d)
O_ { = 0. (2.3e)
-_Z z=+ hI
/f F2(z,t)dz = 2A. (2.3f)
A
F(_:A,t) = 1. (2.39)
-p
Equation (2.1) is the Laplace equation governing the flow; (2.2) is the Euler equa-
tion; (2.3a) is the condition for a zero radial velocity at the center of the column,
required for the restriction to axisymmetry; (2.3b) and (2.3c) are the kinematic con-
dition and the normal force equation, respectively, at the interface; (2.3d) is the
(_llm(_ilN)iLPA,,"-.M_'|
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condi_ion'f6_: peribdicity in time of the velocity field; (2.3e) is the condition for zero
normal velocity at the end disks; (2.3f) is the conservation of the volume condition
and (2.3g) is the anchored triple contact line condition.
2.2. Linstedt-Poincare Expansion with Domain Perturbation Method.
The unknowns of the equations (2.1) - (2.3) are the shape function F(z,t), the
velocity potential function ¢(r, z,t), and the frequency w. These variables will be
calculated as the terms in expansion of the amplitude of the motion by the Linstedt-
Poincare method (see Nayfeh & Mook 1979). The dependence of the velocity potential
_(r, z,t) on the shape of the mathematical domain which is given by the moving
boundary r = F(z, t) is very complicated. The domain perturbation technique as
detailed by Joseph (1973) will be applied.
To immobilize the boundary shape, introduce the change of variables r = IzF(z, t).
Let e denote a small positive real number. The expansions of the dependent variables


















_t_l(g,z, t) - dk¢(#,z,t;O)dek
pill(#, z, t) _=
dkP(t_, z, t; O)
dek
w(_) _--_ dr'w(0)
The static cylindrical column is recovered as the zeroth order solution of the equation,
with:
F(°)(z,t) = 1, ¢(°)(,u, z, t) = O, P(°)(l_, z, t) = O. (2.5)
Using the chain rule for differentiation, each term ¢[_l(#, z, t) and p(hl(#, z, t) in the
expansion for the potential and the pressure can be written as a sum of contributions
OF
evaluatt_l on the cylindrical domain (0 < # < 1), and (-A _< z < A). Let 0-'_"=







Similarly, the following results are obtained.
p[O] (/_, z, t; O)
P[q (/_, z, t; O)




- P(')(p,z,t)+ F(')(z,t) -_p
Op(l)
=_. P(')(l_,z,t) + 2F(')(z,t) "_p
. OP(°) 03p(o)
+ F(=)(z,t)--_p + (F(')(z,t)) = Op2
Op(2) Op(1)
_" p(3)(/_,z,t) + 3FO)(z,t)"_ + 3F(')(z,t) "_p
)-2 02PO) "02P(°)





+ (F (l) (z, t))3 03 P(°)
0/_ 3
. OP ¢°)
where _(k)(/_, z, t) =
0kO _P
0e k , p(k)(p, z, t) = 0e k- _ are always defined in the cylindrical
coordinates system (0 </_ _< 1, -A < z _< A).
2.3. Hierarchical Systems of Equations.
In this section, the complete system of equations occurring at each order in e are
displayed.
Linear System.
For O(e), which represents the linear order, we obtain the following governing
system of equations:
The Laplace equation:
v2oo)(_, z, t) = 0, (0 _</_ 1, -A < z < A).
Condition on radial velocity required for axisymmetry:
Kinematic condition:"





_(o) F(i) = BN(I)
cot ?)z _ , (/_ -- 1).
Periodicity in time:
V_(_)(t,, z, t + 2rr) = V¢(1)(_, z, t).




/__ FO)(z, t)dz - O.
A
Triple contact line condition:
F(1)(:t:A, t) = 0.
System at Nonlinear Order e2.
For'O(_2), which involves the first nonlinear contributions, the following governing
system of equations has been obtained:
The Laplace equation:
V2_(2)(p, z, t) = 0, (0 < p _< 1, -A < z < A).
16
-(_on_ffi'bnoh radial velocity required for axisymmetry:
0_(2)
c9/_ -0, (I'=0, -A<z<A).
Kinematic condition:
OF (_)
2F (x)O_(_) + 2 O<I>(_) (/_ = I).
Ol_ 2 Oz Oz '
Normal force balance:
_,o,F,',o_,,,_(o.,,,___ (o.,,,__
a_,at k a# / k a, /
OF(l) _ 2
-2(F('1)2 + _, Oz ] + BY(2)' (t_ = 1).
Periodicity in time:
v_¢2)(_, z, t + 2r) = v¢(2)(_,, z, t).





Triplo contact line condition:
F(2)(+A,t) = 0.
Nonlinear System at Order es.
For O(e3), we obtain the following governing system of equations:
The Laplace equation:
V2_(3)(/_, z, t) = 0, (0 _< U < 1, -A <__z <_ A).






_ 3_(= ) OF_____O OF (=)- __ + 3_ (1) 3FO) 0:=_(2)
:: Ot 2
+6F0 ) 0F (t) 02_(_) OF(=) 0,_(_)




_o(0)0(_(3) f(3)_ 02F TM
0¢ O: 2
= -3_(2) Oq_(I) 3_(i)0(I)(2)
cot Ot
_3_(O)F(,) 0 _@(2) 3 ,(o) F(2) 02(I)(')
O_Ot Oj,Ot
Oad_O )
3'°(°)(F(')) 2 0#20 t
0(I) (2) 0(I)(') 02(I) O) 0¢) TM3 0(I)(_) 6F(, ) 3 0_(')
O# O# O# O# 2 Oz Oz
OFO) ] 2
-6F0) O(_O)Oz02(I)0)0#0z- 6FO)F(2) + 6(FO))a - 3FO) k"'-_--z ]
OF(') OF (a) (OF(')_ _ OaF (')
+3 _ Oz 9\ Oz ] Oz---7- + BN(s)' (#'1).
Periodicity in time:
VC)o)(u, z, t + 2_r) = VC)O)(u, z, t).








Chapter 3 Solutions for the Linear Order
In this chapter, the linearized problem is solved. Functional results from the linear
order will appear as nonlinear forcing terms in the higher order systems. The major
results were first proved by Sanz (1985). In this chapter, Sanz's results are recovered
in the notation of the present effort.
In the previous chapter, the governing equations for the linear order O(_) were




Condition on radial velocity required for axisymmetry:
(3.1)
a_(1)




) (_4)t I )







F (t) = B.\ .(_, (_, = 1). (3.2c)
Periodicity in time:
V4_(l)(p, z,t + 2_') = V¢o)(_,, z,t). (3.2d)
Zero normal velocity at end disks:
Conservation of volume:
O(D(t) I =0.C_Z *ffiiA
f__ F(l)(z,t) dz











_,_r_te _I:IJ....: T(t)R(p)Z(z) and substitute it into tile Laplace equation to obtain
-;o--; -  e=o
where ,_ is a constant.
Using the change of variables c_
modified Bqlsel's equation:
(3.4)
z" + _z =o (3.._)
202R OR
Thus for _ > 0, the general solution for (3.6) is
= c*l_ in (3.4). one obtains the
(3.6)
R = A1off)+ BKo(O,
where I0 and Ko are the modified Bessel's functions of the zeroth order (indicated by
the subscript) of the first kind. Since the z-axis (r "- 0) is part of the domain, B = 0,
in order to preserve finiteness, and so
R = a/0(O = ,41o(aU). (3.7)
From (3.5), it is cleat that
Z = E¢os(VL + _) = Ecos(,_, + a). (3.S)
Thus the solution of @(i) is




_-2_ 2._.- : - :
By the condition of zero normal velocity at the end disks,
O_(l)Oz z=±A = AIo(a#)(-a)T(t) sin(az + A) z+A
nr
which implies that A = --_-, for some integer n.
nr
Let a,, = l,, = --. It follows
2A
0(_1 = _ A,,Io(l,,t,)cosl,,(z + A)T(t).
n=0
_ 0,
Note that I_(() = I_(_). Therefore,
04_(1) oo
O. = _-" A,,l,,l_(l.p)cosl.(z + A)T(t).
n----O
As ll(O) = O,
04_0) [ -" O_O# _=o
and so the radial velocity condition is satisfied. Since sin(21.A) = sin(nx) = 0,
the condition of normal velocity on the end disks is also satisfied. Therefore, the
spatial form of the solution of _(t) has been obtained without knowing the specific
t-dependence.
The initial potential is assumed to be zero. Using the periodicity in time condition,
one can define the time dependence of @(t) as sin t. Hence
OO
_0)(#, z,t) = sint _ a.lo(l.#)cosl.(z + A).
rt_O
(3.11)
By the kinematic condition and normal force balance equations,
04_(I)
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_(0) 0¢(1) F(,) 02 F(t) x)
Ot Oz 2 BN ( =0 (1_ =1).
Assume that the solution of F (1) is in the form of
F (1) = Q,_(z) cos t.
Substituting (3.14) in the kinematic condition (3.12) yields
w(°)Q.(z) + y_ A,,Io(l.)l. cos/,,(z + A) = 0.
n_O
Substituting (3.14) in the normal force balance equation (3.13), we have
O0




Q,_ = a('} cosz + B(')sin z- BN O) + y_ 1-l'--"-'_.A'_I°(l')c°sl'(z + A).
n_O
To study the two expressions of Q,,(z) in (3.15) and in (3.17), expand
oo
cos z = _ C. cos l.(z + A)
nw_O
to obtain















sinA ao)2sinA_ 1Q, = a( t)_ +A ---U- 1 - t_ co_t_(z + A)k=l
+ 3t _) 2 cos A _-. 1
A _= 1-/]t_ t
COS/'2k_l(Z + A) - B_V (/]
+ _ _(o)
.=o f -/l a.Io(l.)cosk(z + A). (3.20)
For n = 0, (z-independent terms), that 11(0) = 0 and I0(0) = 1 give
0 = a O)sin----_-A+ _(°)Ao - BN (1)
A
Physically, BN O) adjusts the pressure. No adjustment at this linear order is needed
for physical consistency. Therefore, the value of BN (x) is selected to be zero, and so
0 = aO ).._+sinA _(O)Ao" (3.21)
Similarly, for n = 2k > 0,
A2t, = -2aO)w (°) [(w(°))2Io(12k) +/2k(1 _ 12k)l_(l_k)]_, -t;
and forn=2k-1 >0,
A2k., = -2#alw(°l-_[(w(°l)2lo(12k-,)+ t**_,(x -tJk__)I;(t,k-,)l-'.
This gives the solution of FO)(z, t) = cos t Q,_(z) as follows:
(3.22)
(3.23)
ro)(z, t) = co,,t {-_,(,)._._
(3.24)
° .
with In =- 7"7-,-,or
2A
F(1)(z, t) - cos t
_(o) _-, a,t.I_,(l,)cosl,(z + A). (3.25)
rl.----I
Substitute (3.24) into the condition of conservation of volume (3.2f) to obtain
f__ F(1)(z, t)dz
(I)2 sin A 1 I^= cost'la _ _ (1 - l]k)12k sinl2k(z + A)
k-:-I -A
+ /30) 2 cos A _ 1 sin 12k-l(z + A) ^
-A
oo w(o) I IA+ _ i--_A.,lo(l.)_sini.(z + A)
n----1 -A
= 0
and so (3.24) satisfies the conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid column.
Substituting (3.24) into the triple contact line condition (3.2g), for z = A, the




,=,:, _(o) }+a O) cosA + 130) si.nA + y_. i - ?_ A,_lo(l,_)cosl,_(2A) = O; (3.26)
n----..l
and for z = -A,
f O) sin A
F(')(-n,t) = cost Q.(-A) = cost ]-a
26
ov e,oo_ e_d'l_,
...... f " " " oo w(0)
+ _11 cos A --13 (0 sin A + y_ 1 - ;_
nml
--Anlo(l,,) cos(O)} =0.
Add (3.26) and (3.27), and use the fact that cos(nr) = (-1)" to obtain
sin A o_ _(o)
-a (')------_ + a (') cosA + _ 1 - _ A2klo(12k) = 0
k--l
Substitute (3.22) into (3.28) to obtain
A - tan A oo (_(0))2
2tanh - E r =o
k=l(1 122k) [(.,(o))2 +/2k(1 12_l_(hk)]





_A tan A + _ (w(°))2
I;(h,_,)_] =0 (3.30)"=' (I - th_,) (.,(0))2+ t2,,_,(I- th_,)Zo(t2,,_,)J
Equations (3.29) and (3.30) represent the dispersion relations.
Conclusions for the Solutions of the Order O(e). For the order O(e),
O0




A oo w(o) }+a 1'1 cosz + _(X)sinz + _ l_liAnlo(In) cosl,_(z + A) .
or
cost ¢_






0 = a (_}sin A + _.,(°) Ao,
A
L_A[Ask = -2_¢1)w I°) (_o(°})2Io(/_k) +/2k(1 --12k)Io(12k)]-__ '
A2k-I = _230)w(o )cosA
---Z-[(,.¢°_)_zo(l_k_,)
+ /2k-l(1 2 , ,- t_k_,)Io(l,k-,)]-"
and, setting w (°) = wn(°) to emphasize the existence of multiple modes,
5 - tan a oo (_$o_)2
+ _,,,,;c,,,ll=°'




+ 1__,(1- lh_,)__ 1
Numerical solutions for given A can be obtained from these dispersion (eigenvalue)
equations. The p = 2 mode can be obtained from (3.30) and the p = 3 mode can be
obtained from (3.29), where p is the number of half-waves in the interface deformation.
The modes with an odd (even) number of surface deformations are obtained by using
equations (3.29) ((3.30), respectively). A root finding technique was used in order
28
........ tlae.wto determine (po)values for each A. The program is listed in the Appendix.
Graphical results are presentedin Figure 3.1 and the numerical results are listed in
Table 3.1.
The linear solutions of this order (O(e)) recovers A. Sanz's solutions (1985).
29
ROOT DETERMINATION BY BISECTION METHOD TO FIND OMEGA.
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Chapter 4 Solutions for the Order of O(e 2)
In this chapter, we shall discuss the solution to the system at the order O(e2).
Recall that in a previous chapter, the governing equations for the order O(e 2) were
listed, and they are now repeated here:
The Laplace equation:
V2(I)(2}(#, z, t) = 0, (0 _< p _< 1, -A _< z < h). (4.1)
Condition on radial velocity required for axisymmetry:
0_(2)
-- -0, (p- 0, -A <_ z _< A). (4.2a)
0p
Kinematic condition:
OF(2) 0_( 2} =. 2w0) 0F0} _ 2F(1) 0_)0) 0_ (l} OF (l)
-J°_ + 0_, ot 0_2 +2-_z _' 0'= 1).
Normal force balance:




-2(r(')): + k-_--j + BN(:), (;, = I).
Periodicity in time:
V$(:)(_, z, t + 2_) = V_(:)(#, z, t).
Zero normal velocity at end disks:
O(1)(_)I =0.
az z:4-h
Conservation of mass condition:
/_:IF,2,+ =0





F(2)(:i:h, t) - 0. (4.2g)
In general, a solution of _(2)(#, z, t) would be solved by using equations (4.1),
(4.2a) and (4.2e). Consider the Laplace equation (4.1). In this order O(e2), there are
nonlinear forcing terms involved. In the process of solving _(2)(/,, z, t), it is recognized
that an additional potential term without z-dependence, denoted by ¢{_)(#, t), should
be added to balance the system. Specifically, the form of the nonlinear forcing terms
in the kinematic condition together with the requirements of the conservation of mass
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Therofore we may assume that (I)(2)(_, z, t) to have the following form.
= ¢(2), , t).,p(2)(.,z, t) ¢(2)(i,,z, t) + .,,_,
It is remarked that ¢M(2)(#, t) (as well as 0 (2)) must satisfy any conditions required
on (I)(2)(#, z, t).
Thus (4.1) becomes
V_¢(_)(p, z, t) = 0 (4.3)
V_¢(_)(#, t) = 0 (4.4)
Equation (4.3) can be solved, in a similar way to the case of O(e), with the frequency
of t-dependence being "2".
OO
4)O)(#, z, t) = sin(2t) _ %,lo(l.,p)cosl,,(z + h), (0 < # < 1, -A < z < A).
m,=O
To solve (4.4), we let _b(_)(#, t) = T(t)¢(_)(#). Then (4.4) yields
0# 2 # O#
(4.5)
=0. (4.6)
Integrate both sides of (4.6) to obtain
_D
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By integrating both sides of the equality above, we obtain the solution of (4.6):
¢_) -- E1 lnp, (4.7)
where El is a constant. Set T(t) = sin 2t. Then the solution of (4.4) is
¢_) = sin(2t)El In/_, (4.8)
Physically. this is a source term correction to (I)(2)(/_, z, t). Therefore, the solution
form for _(2) is:
_(2)(/_,z,t) = sin(2t) 7,,,Io(l=u)cosl,,,(z + A) + El In U • (4.9)
Considering the form of the nonlinear terms of O(e2), in the kinematic and normal
force conditions, it may be assumed that the appropriate form of the solution for F O)
has a time-dependent term and a steady state (time-independent) term. The time-
independent term will balance certain the nonlinear terms in the normal force balance
at this order. Thus, by using similar techniques in solving this problem as were used
in the finear order, the appropriate solution form for FO) is assumed as follows:
-" FO}(z,t)= cos(2t) 2_ _= cos l,.(z + A)+ _ _=cosl=(z + A).
rrt=O m=O
Let
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Substitute these:expressions in (4.11) into tile kinematic condition (4.2b) to get
b
2_z(°) sin 2t- _'(2) + sin 2tOf_-_ _)
= -'2.. ,l_) sin tF (_) - sin 2tF (_) 02_1:) + sin 2t
0_ 2 Oz Oz
(4.12)
Substitute these expressions in (4.11) into tile normal force equation (4.2c) and
then partially differentiate both sides with respect to t to get
-4w {°) sin 2t4) (2) + sin 2tF (2) + 2 sin 2t_
OZ 2
-- 2w(')sint_'O) + 2 C° sinZt/'" a '('au -sin2t k'-_P }
(a#,,,]'
- sin 2t \-_z ] + sin 2t(l_'(')) ' - sin 2t k,_] "
(4.13)
Combine (4.12) and (4.13) to get
-4w(O)sin2t_ (') -sin2t--_---g-sin2t_Sz2 \ au ]
= 2w O) sin t_ O) + sin 2tF O) 0_4)(1)
0# 2 sin 2t _zz Oz
+2w O) sin t 02_'(1)
: 2 Oz 2-- + sin2t(['O))2- sin2t- -fi
+sin2t_k Oz Oz ]









[4_ (z) + Oz 2 ]
+sin2t o_,_, o2(o4,2,)4"c°_'i'(_+ a-U-+ _ \ au ]
_,)024(') 04(')OP(')
Op 2 Oz Oz
+(/.(,,),a2 (#(,,0'4(',)
0_2\ Ou2]
o' (o_'_ oP<'_] u,{o,?(,,a4.}
+_' k a, a, I + 0--7
- k o_, ] - \_1 + (_"})' - k_1 ' ; (4.15)




44(')+2_ # o, (4.16)
w (')= O. (4.17)




(4.10)i or_e"(>btains, when z - A
m--O m=O




Combine (4.18) and (4.19) to get
(4.19)
k=O k=O
Subtract (4.19) from (4.18) to get
(4.20)
OlD O0
¢o,(2t)_ 6,,_, + E _,-, = 0.
k=l k=l
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By the conservation of mass condition (4.2f), and by (4.10)
jr_[ cos2,( )^ cos(2t)__,&,cosl,,(z+:t)+_"_,,,cosl,,,(z+A)+ -_ F(')
A m=O m=O -
dz "- O_
which is valid for all t. It follows that both
^ e_¢osl.(z + A)+ 7 (po)) d_= 0,
and
^ Lcosl_O + A)+ _ (_o_) ez
^
Hence, we have the following conclusion.
=0.
60 = $o = -4--A (PO))_dz. (4.23)
Apply the kinematic condition to obtain
2w (°) _ &_ cos l=(z + A)+ _ '7=l=l_(l,,)cosl=(z + A)+ E,
m .._0 m _O
= 2wm OPO) p_,_O2¢m 0_o) OPo)
_+
- - Ot 01_2 Oz Oz
(4.24)
where w O) = O.
Using the orthogonal properties to eliminate the z-dependence, one obtains







= - ^ O# _ cosl,,,(z + A)dz + ^ Oz Oz cos/,,(z + A)dz. (4.26)
It is noted that the use of the orthogona] properties involves multiplication through
by coslq(z+A) and integration over the range (-.\, A), with the appropriate (integer)
q value.
By the normal force balance condition, we have
o_ Oz2 = Ot Oj,o_ \ Oj, ]
- \TJ - 2[,_,], + k a_ / +
For t.he normal force condition without t-dependence, the orthogonal properties
are used to obtain
e'lv(_ = _- _'./-A L'(°_P"-- +au _k at, /
-p
+2 k a, j .+('_")'-_ k aj, 1] ,i= (4.28)
and for m = 1, 2,...,
_" = a(t n.,)f^ +
- L 01, )
38
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(4.29)
For the normal force condition with t-dependence, the orthogonal properties are
used to obtain
")'0
_ 1 /_*_ [_o3(0) fi"(1) Oq_)(l )4_ (o)A A Op
and for rn = 1, 2,...,
(4.30)
2Aw(°)lo(l_)7,,, - A(1 - l_)&,,
+2/-A k Oz ] cosl,,,(z + A)dz
2
cos l.,(z + A)dz
- (P('))'cosl,,,(z+A)dz+_j_^ cosl,,(z+A)dz. (4.31)
By the Lanzcos Tau method and using (4.31), (4.26) and (4.21a), a set of finear
algebraic nonhomogeneous equations in &,_ and 7,, are developed. Using techniques
of numerical linear algebra, the truncated system can be solved for 7m and 6,n for
each m 6 {1,2,...,M}. Using (4.29) and (4.21b), _,, can be solved also.
Knowing of the 3',,, and 6_ can then be used to construct _O)(p, z, t) and F(2)(z, t).
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the first nonlinear correction to the deformed interface shape of the finite length liquid
column in natural harmonic oscillation. Also, the steady state correction to F I_)
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Chapter 5
The Shape
Results at Second Order of O(e2):
Function and Velocity Potential
Corrections
In this chapter, some numerical results at the second order of O(e 2) are displayed.
Results for the first six modes (p = 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7) are presented. For each of these
modes, the shape function F (2} in O(e 2) is computed The initial parameters a (l) and
/_0) are so chosen that either a (1) = 1 and /30) = 0, or a (l) = 0 and /_(1) = 1.
The value of e is set to be 0.4. With these values of the parameters, the corrected
deformation up to O(e 2) is plotted.
Note that
_2
F(z,t,;e) = F(°)(z,t) + eF(1)(z,t) + -_F{2)(z,t)
_. £2
= 1 + eF(')(z,t) + -_F(2}(z,t) (5.1)
The perturbation contribution to F from both order O(e) and O(e 2) is graphed
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Chapter 6 Derivation of the Solvability
Condition at Order of O(e 3)
The nonlinear correction to the interface shape has been determined at order e2,
and the forms of the theoretical solutions have been presented.
However, it remains to investigate the nonlinear corrections to the interface for
various families of parameters.
Of interest is how the shape is modified by nonlinear corrections for various values
of the slenderness parameter, for an even or odd number of half-wave deformations
(at the linear order), for higher order modes in general, and for various forms of the
initial disturbance (a(O and t3{1) values).
The third order (in e) system has been listed in Chapter 2. It is repeated below.
In this order, the corrections to the time frequency, w(2} will be solved.













+6(F(_)) 3 - 3F (')f 0r(') _ 2 0F(') OF(*)
\ Oz ] + 30z az
(_)_ 02F(_)-9 Oz------ + B.V(3),
V,I,(3)(_,, z, t + 27r) = V#(_, z, t).
0¢(3)I -'0.
OZ z=±h
(/_ = I). (6.2c)
(6.2d)
(6.2e)
/_: [_ F(3) + FO) F(2}] dz = O. (6.2/)
Triple contact line condition:
F(3)(+h,t) = 0. (6.2g)
Assume the appropriate solution forms of _(3) and F (3) as
-p
OO
¢(3)(#,z,t)- Y_ 7(,n3)(t)lo(l_p)cosl,,_(z+ A),
rn_O
g(*)(,.t)= _ s_)(t)cos,.(,+ A).
m .,_.0





¢(_)(tJ, z,t) = sin2t [(_(_)(,u,z)+ E, ln/_],
p(')(z,t) = cost k(,)(_),
F(2)(z,t) = cos2t .k(2)(z) + ,_'(_)(z).
Then substitute (6.3) and (6.4) into the Kinematic condition (6.2b) to get
d,f_)(t) cos/,,(z + A) + _ 7_)(t)l=Io(l,,,)cosl=(z + A)
-w(°) _ dt
m-----'O rn=O
= sint[KH, l +sin3t[KHal, (6.5)
where
E1 ] 3 "-'2' co2_(1)+-F_2 J--0# 2
_3,_(:z) 0:2q)O) 3 (_(,)_2_q)(') + 3 OF 0) O_ (2)
c3#2 4"-- " cOps 2 cOz cOz
COz C&.LcOz
3 cOk(2)cO_(_) a_.,(2)co_(_)















_ubst_tu_ (6:.;]land (6.4)into the normal force balance equation (6.2c) to get2
,,,(o)__, "-_--,o_,,,l_o_l,_(_ + A)- _ (i- _l,5_)(tlco_l,,,( _ + AIm=O
m.=O





Ou 4 ' ' Ou2 - 2 0u L Ou
3 :..)0¢)o) a2,i)(_) 3 a_).) 0_(2) 3 -_(,)0___(.a_(,)








2 az az 4 k Oz j Oz---r- (6._0)
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Taking derivative with respect to t in the normal force balance equation, we obtain
oO
,,,=o dt 2 .,=o dt
cos l,,,(z + A)
= -sint[NH_]- 3sin3t[KHa] +
OBA(3)
Ot
Apply the orthogonal properties to the kinematic condition and to the normal
force balance equation to eliminate the z-dependence.
Thus the kinematic condition becames the following: for m = O,
= " " f ^[KH3]dz,-2Aw(°)d6(°3)(t)dt +0 sint fa[liH,]az_ + sin 3t _a (6.12)
(6.11)
and for m >_ 1,
_Aw(O)d6_)(t) + Al,_l_(l.,)'t_)(t)
dt
= sint [KH, lcosl_(z + A)dz + sin3t [KH3]cosl,,,(z + A)dz.
A A
And the normal force balance equation becomes the following: for m = O,
2Aw (°) dl%(3)(t) 2A d6(°3)(t)
dt 2 dt
= - sin t /t i_,o,.<.>-' [NH,Id:- [Xt4_la:+3sin 3t dz,A - A 0t
and for m > 1,
A(O).,l "aaT_)(t) A(1 2 d#_)(t)
_ot,,,J at 2 - l.,) dt






Note that equation (6.15) can be rewritten as
dt f__ [NH,]= sint ^ A([:_,,,) cosl,_(z + A)d:
ff" [NH3]+3sin3t ^ A_ - _,_) cos/_(z +A)dz +.. ,(°)I°(l_)d_7_)(t)l- 1_ de 2 (6.16)
Substituting normal force banlance equation into kinematic condition, we obtain
the following: for m = O,
-2Aw(°)[w(°)d2_i(t)+_--_sint/_:[NH_]dz
3 ^ 1 ^ OBN(3} dz]+2A sin 3t / _-_ ^_ [NH3]dz - f_ Ot
= sint/_:[KH,]dz +sin3tf_[KH3]dz.









L . z- z_ dt_ ]_, [gu,]+ sin t ^ A(1- l_) cos l.(z + A)dz
/__ [NH3] ]+3sin3t ^ AO- _.) cos/,_(z + A)dz + Al,_I_(Z,_)'t_)(t)
]] /[[ [KH_]= sin t [KHI] cos l.,(z + A)dz + sin 3t cos l.,(z + A)dz.
A
48
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This can_be rewritten as
_A(_(o))2S0(t,.)d_)(t) + .xt_so(t_),.r_(t)
f__ [ "(°)[NHi]= sint [KH_] +
^ 1 - II
cosl_(z + A)dz
+ cos/m(z + A)dz. (6.18)
Equation (6.18) is an ordinary differential equation for 7_ ).
In order to get the solvability condition, set the coefficients of sin t to be zero.
Therefore, for rn = O,
/_: {[KHI]-_ _j(°'[NH1]} cos(0)dz -- 0,
(6.19)
and for rn >_ 1,
/_( .,o, }^ [KH,] + --[NHI] cosl_(z + h)dz = 0, m = 1,2,3,... (6.20)^ 1-_..
mlr
Note that lo = 0 and 1,_ = --_-. Hence
:{ :, ....}^^ [KH,]+ 1--_l_,,1 cosl.,(z + A)dz=0, m= 1,2,3,... (6.21)
-D
By (6.6) and (6.9), the definitions of [KH,] and [NH_], the solvability condition





3 -__,,,0F (t) 02(_ (1) + 30_(2) a_,(_)
2 Oz Oz Oz 0 z
_(°) [ -3_(_) _)(0 - 3_(°)'f'(O (0_'(_J )
c)#_
3 a#_(,)(a_(_) ) 3., a$(,) a:#_(')2 O# \ O# +E_ --F () _--:--2 O# 0#2 2 Oz Oz
3 -q, O_, (1) 0"_ (l)
2 Oz c3#c3z 3 f,(,),#(_) _ 6p(,)t_. (2) + _( _(,))s
2 3 OP(') OP(_)
+
2 Oz Oz




-E, +_/'" '.._--_#_ 3F _(F'') _ +20_ O,
3 ._.,raP(l) 0_(1)






3a$(,) {aS(:) + E,) 3 ;.(,) aS(,) a:S(,) 3o5(,)aS(:)2 an _ o_, - __ _ 0_----7_ a; o--T
3 -__(_)OS(') O:S(')
--l.' ------ 3k(,)k(2) 6k(,)_(2) 9
2 az a_az - - + _(k(')?
t az / +5 a---Ta--T-
Oz - T az2
Therefore, w(2) can be determined numerically.
cos l._(z + A)dz. (6.23)
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Chapter 7 Results of Third Order of c,
Corrections to the Frequency, _z
Preliminary calculations have yielded the corrections to w. Note that
_2
2
Results are plotted for
for modes p = 2,3 and 6.
_v(°) - w
(T.I)
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FROM THE FIRST ORDER OF EPSILON WE HAVE TWO EQUATIONS WHICH
GIVE TH_REI.ATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SLENDERNESS LAMBDA AND THE
ANGULAR FREQUENCY OMEGA(0) AT THE ZERO ORDER OF EPSILON.
ONE OF THE EQUATION IS FOR EVEN MODE. THE OTHER ONE IS FOR
ODD MODE.










A= (0.5D0) * ( (LAMBDA-DTAN (LAMBDA))/DTAN (LAMBDA))
CALCULATE THE WAVELENGTH BL(N), THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
OF ZERO AND FIRST ORDER OF FIRST KIND IO(X) AND II(X).






USE BISECTION METHOD TO SOLVE THE ODD MODES EQUATION.
DEFINE FX TO BE THE LEFT-HAND SIDE OF THE EQUATION.
OMEGA IS DENOTIED BY X WHICH WILL BE THE ROOTS OF THE EQUATION.
THE INITIAL INTERVAL WILL BE CHOSEN AS [X, XMAX].
DELTX IS'_HOSEN AS 0.005.
LET N=80-BE THE NUMBER OF BISECTIONS DESIRED.
CONSIDERING THE FX GOES TO INFINIT WHEN FX > FMAX(=I0000).





* * * * * * * * * * *
FROM THE LEFT END VALUE OF THE INITIAL INTERVAL, X, WE ARE
GOING TO HAVE THE FUNCTION FX.
THE LOOP IS TO ADD 40 TERMS FOR THE SUMATION WHICH IS
DEFINED AS S.











































* * * * * * * * * * *
NOW WE DEFINE A NEW VALUE AS XI=X+DELTX.
REPLACE X BY X1 FOR FX. THEN WE HAVE FXI.
THE LOOP IS TO ADD 40 TERMS OF THE SLTMATION, WHICH IS
REDEFINED AS $1.








* * * * * * * * * * *
NOW WE NEED TO CONSIDER THE TWO RESULTS FX AND FXI.
IF FX*FXI IS LESS THAN ZERO, THE ROOT MUST BE IN THE INTERVAL
[X, XI]. (WHICH MEANS FX AND FXI HAVE DIFFERENT SIGNS.)
IF FX*FXI=0, THEN X1 IS THE ROOT OF THE FUNCTION.
IF FX*FXI IS GREATER THAN AERO, THE ROOT MUST BE IN THE
INTERVAL [XI, XMAX].
FURTHER, IF FX*FXI<0, LET XAVG=(X+X1)/2.
IF FX*FXI>0, LET XAVG=(XI+XMAX)/2.
BY SUBSTITUTING XAVG WE WILL GET FAVG. (DEFINE AS SAVG
FOR THE SUM OF THE FIRST 40 TERMS OF THE SUMATION.)
CONTINUE THE SAME PROCEDURE UNTIL THE 'REAL ROOT',X,
IS OBTAINED WHICH MAKES THE FUNCTION FX ZERO.
* * * * * * * * * * *
IF(FX*FX1) 800,500,700
WRITE(6,600) Xl












* BL(2*K) * (i. D0-BL(2*K) **2) * (BI (2*K)/B0 (2*K)) ))
CONTINUE
FAVG=A-SAVG*(XAVG**2)


























RETRURNS THE MODIFIED BESSEL I0 FOR ANY REAL X.
REAL*8 Y, Pl, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7
REAL*8 AX,X,BESSI0
ACCUMULATE POLYNOMIALS IN DOULBLE PRECISION
























BESSI0-(DEXP (AX)/DSQRT (AX)) * (QI+Y* (Q2+Y* (Q3+Y* (Q4





RETURNS THE MODIFIED BESSEL II FOR ANY REAL X.
REAL*8 Y, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7
REAL*8 AX,X,BESSI1























Y= (x/3. _SD0) **2





BESSII= (DEXP (AX)/DSQRT (AX)) * (QI+Y* (Q2+Y* (Q3+Y* (Q4

















FROM THE FI_S__.T ORDER OF EPSILON WE HAVE TWO EQUATIONS WHICH
GIVE THE-RELKTIOMSNIP BETWEEN THE SLENDERNESS LAMBDA AND THE
ANGULAR FRF_UENCY OMEGA(0) AT THE ZERO ORDER OF EPSILON.
ONE OF THE EQUATION IS FOR EVEN MODE. ANOTHER ONE IS FOR ODD
MODE.
HERE WE CALCULATE THE EVEN MODE EQAUTION.
* * * * * * * * * * *
-- DIMENSION BL(80),BI(80),BO(80)
REAL*8 BL, BI, B0, A, PI, LAMBDA, S, SI, SAVG,
* X, XMAX, DELTX, FMAX, XAVG, FAVG, Xl, FXI, FX
_ INTEGER N,I,K
C




FORMAT(' ', 'LAMBDA =',F7.4)
PI=3. 1415926D0


















CALCULATE THE WAVELENGTH BL(N), THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
OF ZERO AND FIRTS ORDER OF FIRST KIND I0(X) AND II(X).
DO 20 K=I,80
BL(K) = (K*PI) / (2. D0*LAMBDA)
B0 (K) =BESSI0 (BL (K))






FORMAT (4F10.4, I2 )
S=0. DO
DO 201 K-1,20
S=S+ (I. DQ Z (I.D0-BL(2*K-I)**2)) * (i. DO/(X**2+BL(2*K-I) *






SI=SI+ (I.D0/(I.D0-BL(2*K-I) *'2) )* (I.D0/(XI**2+BL(2*K-I) *













800 DO Ii00 I-l,_t
_ XAVG= (X+XI )7 ['2. DO)
SAVG=0. DO
DO 801 K=I,20
SAVG=SAVG+ (i. DO/(I. D0-BL(2*K-I) *'2) ) * (i. DO/(XAVG**2+
• BL(2*K-I)*(I.D0-BL(2*K-I)**2)*(BI(2*K-I)/B0(2*K-I))))
801 CONTINUE
FAVG=A+SAVG* (XAVG* * 2 )
























RETRURNS THE MODIFIED BESSEL I0 FOR ANY REAL X.
REAL*8 Y, Pl, P2, P3, P4, PS, P6, P7
REAL*8 AX, X, BESSI0
ACCUMULATE POLYNOMIALS IN DOULBLE PRECISION
































*+Y* (Q5+Y* (Q6+Y* (Q7+Y* (Q8+Y*Q9)) ) ) ) ) ) )
ENDIF
RETURN _c :_: • :.
END
FUNCTION BESSII(X)
RETURNS THE MODIFIED BESSEL Ii FOR ANY REAL X.
REAL*8 Y, PI, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7
REAL*8 AX,X,BESSII



















IF (DABS(X) .LT. 3.75D0) THEN
Y= (X/3.75D0) **2
BESSII=PI+¥* (P2+Y* (P3+¥* (P4+¥* (P5+¥* (P6+Y*P7)) ) ) )




BESSII = (DEXP (AX)/DSQRT (AX)) * (QI+Y* (Q2+Y* (Q3+Y* (Q4
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Determining the Solvability Condition Formally
Start with the basic governing equation at O(e 3) which is
V2@ (3)=0, on0<_#< 1, 0<0<2r, and -A<z<A.
Multiply by _(1) to integrate over the volume
f_ _O)V2_(3)dV = O.
olume
Use cylindrical coordinates to write dV = d#(l_dO)dz, and integrate in #
f f f { + i_1 °_(3)0# + #21 °2_(3)002 02(_(3) } d#(#dO)dz+ Oz---T =0
Since
1 02_ (3)
#2 002 = 0,
the basic governing equation can be rewritten as follows.
-. O(1)(3)
Use integration by parts to get the adjoint system.
Denote




du = (_(1) + dq)O)/.t and dV- 02g)(3)
d/.t Og 2
It follows from integration by parts that
A 2r 1 02(I)(3)
"10
] -/_^ ,....._.' f_'f'= dOdz A dp!a.)dpO)d/zdSdz,.
A 0 A JO dO
-L/o'"/o',.o.:.o.:...,o.,_.




For the second integral, we have
f '_.:fo2'_ fol ep(1)O_(_ d/zdOdz
/- _ [ ] J- Jo0 JO01 0_(1)A 2x 1 A 2." (I)(3) --_d/zdOdz= /JO0)(I) (3) dOdz - f^
A 0
For the third integral, we have





= +m o: j_ dpdO
A
-[/o_-/o'[ 3,]__A-/o2-/o'/__,3,.__._o_]
Let dZr = dtt(#dO)dz. Then by








" f'" f' r,,..,.,o.'_1^
- f_,.r" f' .'_',_',,"d,,dO,_z+ d,,._o
,o ,o ,o ,o t a_ j_^
-/oZ r_.,_,oo,.,l"_._O÷o_o2_r I [2_/z A _(3)p_dzdpdO:: I. az J_^ f^
O/J O_ J .= 1




L O_2 + _ " az 2 J
68
5_--_ 2.72: : - -
,
p=l
By Laplace equation on O(e) and on O(e3),
dOdz
V2¢ (1) = 0 and V2¢ (3) = 0.
Thus the solvability on p -- 1 becomes
[^/.2. [¢(_)0,I,(3)J-^ Jo 0/_
¢(3)_?(1)] dOdz = 0
or
ro,.,oo<3,_o<3> 1L o_ of, /






= sint [KH,] + sin3t [KH3]
Normal force
c#(o) 0 F(3) _ F (3) 02 F (3)













..... __° . ° •
O0
'b O) = _ sintA,,,(t)Io(lr, l_)cos(l_(z + A)).
rn--O
oo




F (3) = __, 6_)(t)Io(I._p)cos(l.,(z + A)).
m=O
(A)




cos(l,,,(z + A))¢(a)dz - 0
__, A=Io(l,,,) cos(/,,,(z + A)) -w (°) + sint [KHt] + sin3t [KHa]
m=O A
l=A,_I_(l.,) cos(/,,,(z + A))O(3)dz = 0
m=O A
__, A_Io(l=) cos(l=(z + A)) [sint [KH,] +sin3t [KHalldz
m=O A
O0
- _ w(°)A,_Io(l=) f_ OF(a)
m=O A O_
-- cos(l,,,(z + A))dz
OO
l,_A,j_)'(.l=) f__ cos(l=(z + A))O(3)dz = 0
m=O A.
Apply normal force equation to get
w(o) o_,(3) _ F(a)
Ot
O_F(a)
Oz 2 = cos t[N H_] + cos 3t[N1-13].
7O
